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Abstract 
We present a version of microwave photoconductance decay, PCD, measurement of lifetime in silicon 
photovoltaics which enables simultaneous determination of the carrier decay lifetime, , and injection level, n, 
with the capability of scanning over a broad range of steady state generation including 1 sun. 
The present PCD version, referred to as QSS-PCD, is a refined bias light PCD.  It combines scanning of near 
steady-state generation, G, and pulsed laser PCD parameter free determination of  ,  for any given G.  By 
reversing the quasi-steady-state photoconductance QSSPC procedure the injection level is determined as n=G .  
This is achieved for the first time without a requirement for absolute photoconductance calibration or the requirement 
for carrier mobility values.  Moreover, the approach enables tuning measurement to optimize conditions for achieving 
exponential transients and for elimination of the interference from trapping and space charge conductance 
modulation.  The unique advantage of simultaneous determination of , and n permits the use of the Kane and 
Swanson method for measurement of the emitter saturation current, J0.  Using spatially resolved PCD capability, 
mapping of J0 is demonstrated. 
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1. Introduction 
Microwave detected photoconductance decay, µPCD, is one of the most common lifetime 
measurement techniques used in silicon photovoltaics [1].  It determines the decay lifetime, ,  directly 
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as the time constant of an exponential signal decay.  It requires no calibration, no wafer parameters and 
has the advantage of high resolution mapping.  The goal of this work is to address improvements obtained 
by refining “bias light” µPCD [2, 3].  The approach incorporates tuning to an optimized intensity range 
with measurement and scanning of the injection level including 1 sun intensity.  This version of bias-light 
PCD is termed QSS-µPCD. 
 
2.  Apparatus and Measurement Principle 
 The experiments were carried out using an automated QSS-µPCD system that employs measurement 
of the photoconductance decay with microwave reflectance in a linear range [1]. As illustrated in Fig. 1, 
two light beams are used.  A steady-state light beam with precalibrated steady-state illumination 
intensities up to 2 suns is used for scanning the generation rate, G.  This beam determines the steady-state 
injection level that is defined as the concentration of photogenerated excess minority carriers, Δn.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The second beam is a short duration (0.2µs) the laser pulse with a 905nm wavelength.  This pulse 
generates excess carriers,  (t).  The sequence of steps in the QSS-µPCD scanning measurement is 
illustrated in Fig. 2.  For each step the decay time constant, , is determined directly from exponential 
fitting to the measured decay curve.  Precalibrated steady-state beam intensity, I, in suns is converted to 
the corresponding effective generation rate G, using the wafer thickness and standard quasi-steady-state 
procedure [4].  There is a user input for the optical constant in the QSS-µPCD measurement recipe that 
takes into account reflectivity differences between samples in the determination of G.   In addition, the 
steady state illumination is below the nonlinear Auger recombination range for the results shown in this 
paper.  The quasi-steady-state photoconductance QSSPC procedure [4] measuring lifetime as  
 is reversed in QSS-µPCD.   Based on knowledge of  , and G, the corresponding injection level 
is obtained as    .  This is a significant improvement compared to the previous µPCD version 
criticized in literature for ambiguity regarding the injection level [5]. 
 High sensitivity photoconductance measurements required in QSS-µPCD (due to small 
condition) are achieved with a patented microwave reflection technique.  The ring-shaped 
microwave antenna in Fig. 1 is used near the resonance frequency 10.0 GHz – 10.5GHz.  The wafer and 
antenna form a resonator.  A change of the wafer conductance shifts the resonance curve.  As the 
photoconductance decays after the laser pulse termination, the return to the original resonance creates a 
time decay of the dc-voltage signal that is a sensitive measure of the photoconductance decay.   
 All measurements reported in this paper were obtained using QSS-PCD system in PV-2000 tool 
manufactured by Semilab SDI.  The two-sided passivated Cz-silicon wafers and the two-sided 
symmetrical passivated emitter test structures were fabricated by ISC Konstanz. For the particular 
Fig. 1. Illustration of microwave 
reflectors QSS-µPCD technique. 
Fig. 2.  Illustration of the  steps in QSS-µPCD scanning of 
lifetime vs. steady-state generation rate  , and injection level, . 
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samples measured in this study the optical constant was very close to 1, so the correction to G was 
minimal. 
3.  Results and Discussion 
 
3.1. Photoconductance decay and optimized condition in QSS-PCD 
 
 Ideally the photoconductance decay shall be exponential in order to determine the effective lifetime.  
This condition is difficult to achieve when the recombination processes depend significantly on the 
injection level.  Passivated wafers, very important for PV, belong to this category [2].  Results illustrating 
the problem and solution provided by QSS-µPCD are given in Fig. 3 (a) and (b), respectively.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.  Photoconductance decay for 200µm thick p-silicon wafer passivated with 
SiO2 film.  (a) without steady illumination and (b) with 1 sun steady illumination.  
 
 Without steady-state illumination the transient is not exponential and the fitting gives an apparent 
value that cannot be used as a reliable measure of the carrier lifetime.  QSS-µPCD measurement with 
steady illumination gives a perfect exponential transient with fitting so well ( = 0.999), that it cannot be 
distinguished from the data.  Results in Fig. 4 illustrate the additional difficulty in measuring passivated 
silicon, namely, a laser power dependence of the apparent lifetime that is eliminated in QSS-µPCD.  It is 
seen in Fig. 4 that the steady-state illumination 1. increases   value and 2. reduces   dependence 
on light intensity that is significant in the low intensity range.  As shown in the insert, it also reduces   
dependence on laser pulse power.  At about 1 sun, the dependence on the intensity and on the laser power 
is practically eliminated.  Together with an exponential transient this creates an optimized measurement 
condition.  This condition corresponds to a linear total recombination rate and results in actual lifetime 
rather than differential as confirmed by the integration procedure described in ref [6]. 
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Fig. 4. QSS-µPCD lifetime vs. steady-state illumination intensity.  Insert presents   vs. 
laser pulse power without and with steady-state illumination. 
The behaviour illustrated in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 is a consequence of the injection level dependent surface 
recombination velocity.  Similar results were reported in ref [7] for silicon, chemically passivated with 
iodine. We observed this for wafers passivated with different dielectrics and for emitter test structures. 
 
3.2.  Emitter Passivation 
 
 Simultaneous measurement of  and  is very important for assessment of emitter passivation.  
When the photoconductance decay is exponential and independent of laser power, the QSS-µPCD decay 
lifetime becomes equal to the steady-state lifetime, given by .  This justifies the reversed procedure 
for calibration of the injection level as   .   
 Such treatment assumes that  can be approximated as uniform across the wafer thickness, i.e. that 
the minority carrier diffusion length,  is sufficiently larger as compared to the wafer thickness, .  For 
200µm thick PV wafers with passivated emitters this requires the minimum bulk lifetime  of about 
40 or more.  This condition was well justified for all measurements presently reported.   
 A simultaneously measured set of   and values in an optimized exponential decay range, 
facilitates the emitter passivation measurement illustrated in Fig. 5 and 6.  The descending  range that 
is used for emitter monitoring was within the exponential transient range. 
 
 
Fig. 5.  Injection level dependence of QSS-PCD decay lifetime for passivated  emitter on  base.  
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Fig. 6. Inverse of   vs.  illustrating the determination of .  
 
 The measurements were performed on two-sided symmetrical  emitter on n-base Cz silicon wafers 
passivated with a high quality dielectric stack .  The corresponding steady-state light range was 
0.3 to 2 suns, giving an exponential PCD transient above about 0.4sun.  In the same range, the plot of 
1/vs.  is linear with  – 0.998 as shown in Fig. 6.  This enables a determination of the emitter 
saturation current  from the slope using the Kane and Swanson method [8].  
 Whole wafer mapping is a well-recognized advantage of PCD [1].  In QSS-PCD fast, high 
resolution mapping is available for different QSS light intensities.  This capability enables whole wafer  
mapping for the first time using the Kane-Swanson method on emitter structures prior to final cell 
formation ( mapping has been previously reported on final cells) [9].  An example map is shown in Fig. 
7.  was obtained from the slope in the linear 1/ range using two  maps measured at two QSS 
light intensities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7.  The wafer map of J0 measured with QSS-µPCD 
 
3.3  Evaluation of the effective surface recombination 
 
       Optimized QSS-PCD measurement of  on wafers without an emitter can still be used for 
evaluation of the upper limit of the surface recombination, .  The procedure can be of interest in 
evaluation of dielectric deposition and parameters affected by the silicon-dielectric interfacial region.  To 
be effective, such a procedure requires good quality silicon wafers with long bulk lifetime. The  is 
obtained as    , i.e. by ignoring the bulk contribution to 1/. 
      The map on left side of Fig. 8, gives a   map while the map on the right side presents a surface 
barrier map for the same p-type Cz  wafer with  passivation.  
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Fig. 8.  Left side:  map measured with QSS-PCD at 1 sun and Right side: the surface barrier map  
of the same wafer measured with a noncontact Kelvin-probe available in PV-2000 tool.  
 The maps reveal significant passivation nonuniformities with high   sites about six times 
larger than that in the low   regions.  In these high  sites, the implied  is lower by about 
0.05V and may have negative effect on cell efficiencies.  They are related to surface charge 
nonuniformities.  It is seen that high surface recombination sites A, B, C, D in the map on the left 
correspond to the low surface barrier sites A, B, C, D in the map on the right.  The lower surface barrier 
sites around 0.35V indicate the surface is in depletion which is known to give high surface recombination. 
0.6V surface barrier corresponds to the surface being in inversion which under 1 sun illumination is 
characterized by low surface recombination.  For p-type wafers depletion corresponds to a lower positive 
surface charge than that needed to create inversion.  The origin of the passivation nonuniformities is a 
subject for further study.  The wafer scale mapping with QSS-PCD should prove as an important 
element for optimizing passivation to increase cell efficiency.  
 
Conclusion 
 
 In conclusion, the QSS-PCD technique opens new possibilities for improved reliability, accuracy and 
repeatability for lifetime measurements in silicon photovoltaics.  The  mapping capability demonstrates 
significant passivation non-uniformities that may not be recognizable in other measurements.  Mapping of 
passivation non-uniformities originating from surface charge should play an important role in optimizing 
dielectric passivation processes.   
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